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Mind over Matter
In the early morning of the 7th of May, 2012, I had a dream about what can best be
described as animatronic warriors. In fact, in this dream the technology I will be describing
was referred to as 'Animatronics'. There were seven of us in the dream that had these
machines which we commanded in battle and I was their leader.
We were psychically skilled where we could venture into a semi sleep state and then
our spirit-souls could leave our bodies like in astro-planning or 'remote viewing' and become
the brains for these robot like machine warriors that were real machines and could not be
easily stopped.
The advantage of this is we were never in real danger since even if the machine was
destroyed, we were not. Another advantage is it did not matter about our physical abilities in
fighting, only the abilities of our spirit-soul 'mind' in tactics was needed. I understood in the
dream that the technology was alien and not from earth.
4th Dimension IC Chip
Also in the dream, we discussed as a team about the chip or IC that had been
developed that had 4th dimensional properties that enabled spiritual entities like the human
spirit-soul or other spirits to command real mechanical robots in the 3rd dimensional physical
realm.
This 'alien' chip was visually crystalline in nature and seemed to be related to the group
of ORME materials that can be found on earth normally as a white powder material when in
its pure form.
What was different about this material is it was a solid crystal and looked like a clear
quartz crystal bonded to an IC but was made from metals. I taught digital robotics and control
systems in college for about 5 years so such details as to the IC design naturally interests me.
The human spirit-soul would then connect to the animatronic warrior machine through
this 4th dimensional capable crystal.
Machines Destroyed
Also in the dream I realized there are some 4th dimensional disembodied spirits that
can function in the 3rd dimension world and these are known as poltergeists. This cross-over
of activity is rare for most spirits since the energy required for this is extensive. What is also
known is demons as described in the Bible are disembodied Nephilim spirit-souls that are
bound to earth yet continue to live free to continue to seek to fulfill the many vices they
indulged in when in bodily form. It is good to know they will be bound for 1000 years following
the outcome of the Battle of Armageddon according to the Bible.
The problem that surfaced in the dream is theoretically, any one of these evil spirits
could also use these animatronic warrior machines for their 3rd dimensional activities. This
was a very sobering thought.
Still dreaming, we had just finished a battle and realized that these machine were not
the choice of our God YHWH for us to use in battle. We were also aware of the potential
danger if they ever fell into the wrong hands. We as a group then decided to get rid of the
machines and fight only as spiritual warriors and to no longer be dependent upon an alien
technology not created by YHWH God.
Four of us destroyed the machines we had but three just dropped them off at Goodwill

in the dream. It is amazing what you can find at Goodwill these days. My parting comment
in the dream to the 6 others was, “I expect we will see these again” referring to the three
machines dropped off at Goodwill that will later be used by evil forces against us.
Animatronic Beast
Now more awake, I envisioned demons will seek to take up these animatronic battle
robots and become their brains. I also thought that if this technology fell into the wrong
hands, it could result in back-engineering and then the world would see armies of these 'darkside' animatronic warriors opposing any freedom of the human soul.
Even the Beast of the Bible is described as 'made' by what may be an advanced
technology and then this Beast 'comes to life' and all bow before it. Perhaps it is this same
technology that the Bible is referring to except with Satan himself becoming the mind of the
beast directing its every move fully networked with all of the worlds computer systems
controlling all of the worlds resources.
Once in computer form through animatronics, the Satanic Beast would control every
super computer in the world and have access to every database and control system to
personally control all banking transactions, military weapons, TV/Radio communications,
food and shipping distributions, the power grids and more. Each person with files in the
databases will become know to him – nothing will be hidden from the Beast.
Armor of God is Better
Having taught robotics and programming for 5 years at Heald College in Hawaii, there
is a plausible theory behind the technology that is described in this dream.
Such an Animatronic development is most probable. In another dream I am sharing in
the second book of this series, I describe in some detail the making of the crystal that could
enable 4th dimensional beings to control 3rd dimensional machines.
I suggest the reader learns to become a spiritual warrior and not dependent upon
invented weapons as the real battle for the souls of mankind is in the spirit. Being a spiritual
warrior in only relying solely on spiritual armor in battle, you will be able to 'attack' and
overcome any demonic or antichrist foe whether controlling an animatronic robot, a human
under the power of a demon or a disembodied spirit. This is the blood-bought commitment
given to us by Y'Shua, the returning Messiah and King of all Creation.

